Construction and characterization of a rad51rad52 double mutant as a host for YAC libraries.
RAD52 or RAD51 recombination-deficient yeast strains stabilize otherwise unstable YACs containing ribosomal DNA or the human color vision locus (Kohno et al., 1994). Thus the RAD52RAD51 pathways(s) are apparently involved in the instability of YACs containing tandem repeat loci, presumably by promoting recombination-based deletion formation. Some other genomic loci are still unstable or unrecoverable in those strains, but we now find that greater stability is observed in a rad51rad52 double mutant strain that we have newly constructed. YACs containing a highly unstable region around DXS49 or centromeric regions throw off a variety of products in single mutants, but are much more stable in the rad51rad52 strain, which could therefore provide a better host for library construction and maintenance.